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This is my way!
Seamless mobility.

5:00 p.m.

7:45 a.m.

After the meeting, I decide on the spur of the moment
to take a taxi so that I can look through some documents
again in peace and quiet. I use the moovel smartphone
app to order a car from mytaxi, and I can also pay for
the trip with my phone afterwards.

My B-Class is being serviced today. Mercedes assist me
has ensured that the whole process will run smoothly
from the beginning. The dealership has reminded me of my
appointment — just one more thing I don’t have to worry
about remembering.

5:45 p.m.

I arrive back at my office and shortly afterwards
someone from the dealership shows up to bring
my car back. Now I can leave the office in my
freshly serviced B-Class.

10:15 a.m.

An employee from the dealership picks up the
car at my office. I’ll still be able to get to my
meeting with customers without any problems,
though.

10:30 a.m.

The smart that I booked with car2go is already
waiting for me a block away. As a registered
user, I can simply get in and go. The best thing
about all this is that I can use a smartphone app
to open the blue-and-white smart fortwo that’s
waiting for me.

11:10 a.m.

I park my car2go at a charging station right near
my business partner’s office. That’s it — I’m done!
The station will recharge the battery for the next
user – without me having to pay anything. I walk the
rest of the way, enjoy the sunshine and call a friend
I’d like to meet this evening.
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6:15 p.m.

I get into the car, plug in my iPhone, put on my
favorite songs and take off! COMAND online tells
me there’s a minor traffic jam at the train station,
so I’m able to avoid it.

7:30 p.m.

My B-Class shows me the way to a parking
space near a popular shopping area. I’m meeting a friend and we’re going for a stroll.
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